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Please discuss this with me.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	Manuel Legaspi/ARRB, Michelle Combs/ARRB 

From:	Bob Skwirot/ARRB   Date:	06/20/97 05:49:19 PMSubject:	NSC RecordsNSC has completed the first 

phase of their work on the records we identified last month.  Today, Dave Van Tassel left us a printout of those 

records as they have been entered in their database.  Entering them into their system has helped NSC identify 

records which have been released in full in other contexts.  Dave also gave us copies of the release in full 

records.  (Remember that we agreed to generate record identification forms for the open in full documents.)  

Then next phase of this project is, I believe, ours.  Dave has identified records on the printout that he thinks 

have been reviewed already as part of other agency or congressional committee records.  He asks that we 

search our database to determine if they have been reviewed under our act.  I searched a sample- seven or 

eight records- and found four that appear to be matches.  This seems to be a productive exercise, even though 

it can be time consuming.  In the long run it will save time for the NSC and for us if we can identify records that 

were previously reviewed and thus eliminate a fair percentage of the records we identified from having to go 

through the entire review process.Some statistics:  289 records		 890 pages		   42 of these open in fullI will 

continue these searches and enlist the help of others who were involved in our survey unless you think that 

this is not a useful exercise.Thanks. 
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